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High  
Performance  

Picking
using the  

NIMMSTA   
Industrial Smart Watch  

with integrated  
PROLAG World  

software. 

Ready to take your logistics processes  
to the next level while optimising your
warehouse management?
 
Experience the unbeatable combination of 
the NIMMSTA Industrial Smart Watch and  
the innovative warehouse management  
system PROLAG World – the perfect  
solution for your company!
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Bolstered by cutting-edge technology 

The NIMMSTA Industrial Smart Watch empowers your team to efficiently scan and capture  
stock and parcel data. The captured data is seamlessly integrated into PROLAG World, an  
innovative and cross-industry warehouse management software suite. This integration ensures 
constant transparency within your warehouse processes enabling you to optimise your intra- 
logistics all the way from goods receipt to good issue.

PROLAG World boasts an extensive array of functions for managing your warehouse encom-
passing stock control, picking, inventory, production mapping, hazardous goods management  
and much more. The harmonious integration with the NIMMSTA Industrial Smart Watch  
introduces a whole new level of efficiency. Your employees are guided step-by-step through  
their work processes with all the information they need displayed on a touchscreen. This results 
in a surge in productivity of up to 50 %.

The synergy between the NIMMSTA Industrial Smart Watch and PROLAG World as a mobile  
browser-based software solution allows you to cut costs, enhance efficiency and improve  
customer satisfaction.

Maximise your operational efficiency, 
heighten productivity and keep your 
business on the road to success!

3Fast deployment with a 10-port charging station.

 Up to 50 %  
improvement in

picking efficiency.



 

Effortless picking with  
NIMMSTA and PROLAG World.

Ergonomics and efficiency  
in synergy with the WMS
The integration of the NIMMSTA Industrial Smart Watch into the PROLAG World intralogistics 
software suite brings user and software even closer together. This union is underscored by the 
sophisticated and ergonomic design of the device, which fosters seamless processes within 
the warehouse. Integration with the WMS ensures smooth and efficient operations, making it 
even more intuitive and organic to work with PROLAG World. Your entire logistics operations 
are transformed by the ability to use both hands while having an unobstructed field of vision 
and being able to respond flexibly to queries from the system. Thanks to the seamless merging 
of PROLAG World with the user’s immediate work environment, the warehouse management 
software evolves into a natural extension of the human arm.

Support with your daily to-do list   
 ∙	Stock putaway 
 ∙	Stock relocation 
 ∙	Order picking

Simplified e-commerce   
 ∙	Multiple order picking  
 ∙	Crossdocking processes  
 ∙	Two-step picking …

Optimised user guidance  
 ∙	Intuitive design through  
  strategic fusion of icons  
  and text 
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Swifter and simpler work processes: From scan-
ning and gripping to reading information, ma-
king corrections, and confirming entries.

 Short 
     training period.



Endless applications.

NIMMSTA Smart Watch optimised  
for PROLAG World users 
Even the most basic version of the Smart Watch offers a virtually endless range of applications 
and an elevated level of optimisation for all parties. Optional integration and activation of the 
display and touchscreen is extremely simple and is designed using a plug and play approach. 
The key aspect of this technology for the logistics experts at CIM is the fact that the device  
operates in perfect harmony with PROLAG World. CIM offers its customers the NIMMSTA Smart 
Watch with a bespoke user interface which is precision-tailored to individual user needs. The 
interface stands as a testament to intuitive design and is meticulously calibrated for different 
areas of use. The space on the display is exploited to its full capacity with an ideal positioning 
of buttons and textual information.

Each individual action is distinctly prominent, and specially designed icons convey the activities 
to be performed in a way which is intuitive and self-explanatory. The underpinning Bluetooth 
technology allows seamless communication between mobile devices. Each step involved in the 
picking or pick & pack process can be managed on a mobile device or performed directly using 
the NIMMSTA Watch. There is perpetual network-wide time synchronisation allowing multiple 
devices to harmoniously connect.
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100 % employee  
satisfaction.
The blend of haptic, acoustic, and  
visual feedback after each scan  
reduces the error rate to zero.

Scan & collect  
load unit

Confirm  
quantity

Scan destination  
load unit

Scan destination  
location



CIM GmbH

Livry-Gargan-Straße 10
82256 Fürstenfeldbruck

 +49 8141 5102-0
 info@cim.de

CIM GmbH
Münster Office
Wolbecker Windmühle 67
48167 Münster

 +49 2506 30615-0
 info@cim.de

CIM GmbH
Netherlands Office
Prinses Margrietplantsoen 33
2595 AM Den Haag

 +31 (0) 70 450 002-0
 info@cim-logistics.nl

 FOLLOW US


